
The Bugles Blow Over These Rich Dead 
 
Every evening at sunset, the buglers of the fire department of Ypres, Belgium stage a Last Post ceremony. Attended 
by up to 3,000 people, the ceremony, regularly run since 1928 (except for the regrettable hiatus from 1940 to 1944 
when the Nazis occupied Belgium), takes place at the Menin Gate, the memorial to the 55,000 British Empire soldiers 
who fought in Flanders during the Great War and who have no known grave. Some of this is tourist promotion, of 
course, a continuing attempt to fill the museums, hotels and restaurants on the square close to the Gate. But Ypres 
itself was completely destroyed during the fighting, and the daily ceremony is also a lament for the old town and its 
famous Cloth Hall, however exactly it has been rebuilt.  
 
Canadians have their own reasons to remember Ypres. The green Canadian Division was in the trenches in the 
Ypres Salient in April 1915 when, with terrible casualties, it withstood the Germans' first use of chlorine gas. The 
Canadian Corps was here again in 1917 during the appalling futility and horror of the Passchendaele battle. And 
there were many Canadians at the Last Post ceremony I attended June 2, some searching for their relatives' names 
carved into the walls of the memorial.  
 
What was striking was that under the archway facing the fire department's buglers were two small contingents. One 
was of teenaged British air cadets, their nervousness showing in their tense faces. The other was of 10 or so German 
soldiers, the great-grandchildren of the Kaiser's men who had killed the Canadians, Australians, and British men 
whose names are carved on the Menin Gate's walls.  
 
Dressed in rumpled camouflage patterned fatigues and with their boots unshone, the Germans were likely 
unidentifiable to most of the tourists and others who watched the brief but moving ceremony. It turned out that they 
were members of a mixed contingent of NATO soldiers on a long march. They were spending the night at a nearby 
Belgian base, and they had volunteered to attend the ceremony to pay homage to their nation's old enemies who had 
been transformed into their present-day allies.  
 
The German Army of 1914, like the Wehrmacht of 1939, was a formidable force, well-led and superbly trained, well-
equipped, and ferocious in fighting to achieve its objectives. Canadians learned this at Ypres, on the Somme, and 
during the Hundred Days battles that ended the First World War. They learned it again at Dieppe, Ortona, at Falaise 
and on the Scheldt, and in the Reichswald during the 1939-'45 war. Thousands of Canadians, their names grouped 
by rank and regiment on the Menin Gate, testify to the cost of the fighting around Ypres.  
 
But now the Germans are allies of long-standing, fellow members of the North Atlantic alliance, and fighting side by 
side with Canada in Afghanistan. The Germans there have suffered casualties, but the caveats imposed by their 
government in Berlin have limited the kinds of operations their troops can undertake, and hence their casualties. The 
Germans are sometimes said to have had the aggression bred out of them in the years since the cataclysmic defeat 
they suffered in 1945. The names on the walls of the Menin Gate, like those on the Vimy Memorial and at the 
Thiepval Memorial on the Somme in France strongly suggest that this may not be a bad thing.  
 
The world is very different than it was a century ago, and it is almost inconceivable that any Western nation today 
would put millions of men into the field to be slaughtered in wholesale, with tens of thousands of the dead so mangled 
that they could not be identified. We still fight wars, but they are smaller in scope and the losses tend to be counted 
by tens rather than by the tens of thousands.  
 
The Menin Gate ceremony is a touching daily reminder that we ought not forget those who fought and died for their 
nation. Leopards may not change their spots, but the presence of present-day German soldiers there last week was a 
lesson that nations can change. Kaiser Wilhelm and Adolf Hitler are long gone, and Germany today is a rich, thriving 
democracy. If anyone is to bail out the insolvent members of the European Community, it will certainly be Angela 
Merkel's country. If any are ever again to struggle to maintain freedom in Europe, it is surely a good thing that the 
Germans this time will be on the right side.  
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